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Introduction

30
Voltage and reactive power control and network reconfiguration have been widely [1] . Manbachi et al. 36 presented an innovative smart grid-based Volt-VAR optimization engine, capable of 37 minimizing system power loss cost as well as the operating cost of switched 38 capacitor banks, while optimizing the system voltage using an improved genetic 39 algorithm (GA) with two levels of mutation and two levels of crossover [2] . The closed. Then by use the heuristic rules, each switch which has less flow is opened. The voltage deviation of the distribution network for buses is expressed as follows 126 [1] :
Where in these equations, The third objective function represents an indicator for assessing the voltage stability 131 of network which is expressed by the following equations [1] . To achieve a good 132 stability level of network, this objective function must be maximized. 3. The daily number of OLTC operations limit:
In equation (9) 4. Daily number of switching operations for shunt capacitors limit: These capacitors are normally allowed to be switched 'on' and 'off' once a day. 
Simulation results and discussion
248
In this paper, to demonstrate the performance of the proposed optimization 249 algorithm, the following five cases are studied. 
Conclusion
315
The secure and economic operation of power systems is immense importance. Conf., Cambridge, UK, pp. 1-5 (1975) .
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